
Jumblecat by Archie Kimpton



DAY 1



WHAT DO YOU ALREADY KNOW ABOUT…?

Cleaning Brothers & sisters
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VOCABULARY

solitary –

completely 

alone

telepathy– being 

able to read 

someone’s mind 

or understand 

their thoughts 

oddbod – a 

strange or 

eccentric 

person 

microscopic –

really tiny in 

size 

resembled–

have a similar 

appearance 

What other words were unfamiliar?

Let’s use a dictionary or thesaurus to 
define them.

Can you see any clues within the 
word to help us work out what they 
mean?



SUMMARISE

Can you summarise three points we 

learn from this text 

1.

2.

3.



DAY 2



DO NOW

Choose the correct word for each sentence:     

microscopic        solitary  resembled

The beautiful birthday cake __________ an incredible swan.

Out in the middle of the field, there stood one ___________ sheep.

“The speck of dirt on your top is __________,” said Mum. “Don’t make 

a fuss!”
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RETRIEVAL QUESTIONS
WHAT DO THESE MEAN? HOW CAN WE ANSWER THEM?

1. Why did Mindy not look like Billy? 

2. If Mindy was really Billy’s twin, what did he 
think they should be able to do? 

3. What was Mum doing when she was 
interrupted by Mindy? 

4. What happened after the gas meter man 
came? 

5. Why did it make a noise when you walked 
around at their home? 

6. What sound did the crumb make when it 
fell? 

Challenge:

What would 
mum have said 
about the 
cheese if Billy 
has stayed 
around? 



DAY 3



DO NOW

1. Find and copy one word in the first column which 
means the same as ‘clear to see’.

2. Find and copy one word in the second column which 
means the same as ‘revulsion’.

3. Find and copy one word in the fourth column which 
means the same as ‘fascinating’.

Challenge: Write your own Find and Copy 

questions.
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INFERENCE QUESTIONS
WHAT DO THESE MEAN? HOW CAN WE ANSWER THEM?

1. Why did Billy decide not to kick Mindy under 

the table? 

2. Why does Mum hate animals and cats in 

particular?

3. What did Billy think about Mum’s obsession 

with cleanliness?

4. What ‘more interesting things were there to 

do outside’?

5. What happened to the cheese?

Challenge:

Is Mindy as clean and 

tidy as Mum? Explain 

your answer.



DAY 4



DO NOW

Place these events in the text in the correct order:

1. Mum heard the crumb fall to the floor

2. Billy gets himself breakfast

3. You can’t move around the house without the sound of plastic

4. Billy tries telepathy with his sister

5. Mum tells Billy off for calling his sister a moose.

Challenge: Write your own retrieval questions.
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EXPLANATION QUESTION

THE BIG QUESTION

Should people be so worried 
about germs that they react like 

the Mum in the story?

Explain your answer.



PREDICTION QUESTION

What happens next in the 

story? 

Explain your answer.


